Your Idea.

Our Ingenuity.

A PERFECT MATCH.
PUNCHED. TURNED. BENT.
Metal loves how we handle it.

There’s a lot more to Wisconsin Stamping than our name would imply. You see, while our roots are in metal stamping, today it’s about metal fabrication of virtually every kind, in every metal type and stock, and through numerous processes. We’ve perfected proprietary means of forming metal to simplify production and deliver higher quality products. Our name says Wisconsin Stamping, but there’s a world of metal fabrication that goes on in our state-of-the-art facilities. Step inside.

NEWLY CONSTRUCTED, STATE-OF-THE-ART FACILITIES.

You’ll find the latest factory automation technology, metal-working equipment and quality assurance systems at Wisconsin Stamping. More important, you’ll find a team with hundreds of years of experience passing knowledge along to the next generation of professionals.
Travel the world over, or find everything you need in Wisconsin.

When Wisconsin Stamping searches for a supplier, we seek a balance of expertise, in-house services, and accountability from start to finish. And that’s why our customers choose us as well.

Vertical integration ensures what we deliver is what you expect—when you expect it. From comprehensive in-house tooling to prototyping and ongoing managed inventory programs, Wisconsin Stamping controls everything.

Whether you need a short run or millions of pieces delivered at regular intervals, Wisconsin Stamping will commit to a schedule that suits your production needs and inventory requirements. We’re flexible in the way we work to handle what you need done—and done right.
The DesignAssist™ process

We start with a manufacturability assessment. Can we make it as requested? Could we modify the design to save material? Might our extensive tooling library help lower costs? Then we examine tolerance requirements, material choices and fabrication options. We find cost savings by isolating key areas where your specification may call for more than is needed, and make recommendations to reduce material, minimize operations and simplify assembly.
Regardless of the metal type, or whether it’s slit coil, sheet stock, plate, bar or wire, Wisconsin Stamping will fabricate the precise product you need.

It’s simple, really. The way we work, how we look at your component, and the experience we bring to every job. We don’t just take orders—we ask questions and, in the end, find ways to produce what’s needed more cost effectively.

Material matters
Since material is priced by weight, making your component lighter reduces cost. We evaluate your material requirements and production needs to find the most effective and efficient way to produce your component or assembly. Is it better to laser cut or stamp the material? Can we minimize manual handling by automating forming processes? Little solutions quickly add up to big savings!
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR THE WORLD’S LEADING MANUFACTURERS.

You’ll find our solutions in industries such as:

- LAWN & GARDEN
- AUTOMOTIVE
- ELECTRONICS
- AEROSPACE
- LEISURE PRODUCTS
- WINDOW & DOOR
- CONSTRUCTION
- POWER TOOLS
- OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT
- OFF ROAD VEHICLES
- ELECTRIC MOTORS
- PLASTIC MOLDING
- FRACTIONAL DISTILLATION
- HVAC/R
- AGRICULTURAL
- FOOD SERVICE
- FOOD PROCESSING
- PETROCHEMICAL
- WATER TREATMENT
- FITNESS EQUIPMENT
- OVERHEAD & ROLL-UP DOORS
- FURNITURE
- FENCING
- POWER DISTRIBUTION
- POINT OF PURCHASE
- FLUID POWER
After six decades, we’ve likely seen what you’re thinking.

There’s something to be said for experience—because the most impressive equipment or capabilities list doesn’t demonstrate what you’ve actually accomplished. After six decades, Wisconsin Stamping has been fortunate to work with some of the most successful corporations that ever were, and the most innovative companies that ever will be. So, we’ve likely manufactured something similar to what you need. Let us show you how we can bring your vision to life.

We manufacture components that are delivered around the world, always in time to keep production lines running. We configure intricate, mission critical assemblies for the machines in which they reside. Whether the order is for a few hundred pieces or tens of millions, every one will get the same attention to detail.

From parts that cost pennies to assemblies of high value, we believe every product that leaves Wisconsin Stamping should enhance your priceless reputation.

To discuss your metal component and assembly needs contact solutions@wisconsinstamping.com

888-236-8838 or 262-236-9292